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Grant Title: D~gital Collection in Asian Studies - A Catalog of Chinese
Bronzes
George A. Smathers Libraries: Mini-Grant Application 2007-2008
Principal investigator: Jane Pen, Digital Library Center
Co-investigator: David Hickey, Special Collection
Co-investigator: Hikaru Nakano, Cataloging and Metadata
Department

Abstract

The digital collection in Asian studies proposal is to request funding to digitize a
24-volume set of "Qin ding Xi qing gu jian," which is a catalog of Chinese bronzes
with detailed illustrations, inscriptions, and descriptions. It covers over 1,500
bronze tools, housewares, and ceremonial vessels that were made and utilized
during the Shang, Zhou, Han, and Tang Dynasties (roughly 1,700 B.C. to 200
A.D.). The goal is also to use this set of Chinese books to test the Readiris Pro
Asian OCR (optical character recognition) software, an Asian language OCR
program, and to build procedures for digitizing Chinese materials. The
experiment with text conversion of Chinese characters, which are read from right
to left and top-down, is a critical step to put us in a positive position to develop a
functional text-searchable digital collection in Asian language materials. This
project will also build procedures for display and processing of Chinese materials
in UFDC (University of Florida Digital Collection).

Background information

UFDC holds insufficient resources for Asian language materials for scholarly use
and general access. I approached David Hickey, Asiana collection manager, and
Hikaru Nakano, East Asian cataloger; together we chose a 24-volume set of "Qin
ding Xi qing gu jian," which was a copper-plate edition published in 1888 by Mai
Song Song Shu Guan. This catalog of Chinese bronzes consisting of 2,400
pages was compiled by scholar Liang Shizheng (1697-1783) and otherS under
the auspices of Emperor Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty. It is currently on the
backlog shelves in the Humanities and special collections unit of the Cataloging
and Metadata Department.

After examining the contents and condition of the books, I sensed a need for
digitizing and making them available over the Internet as part of our research
collections. The historical, cultural, and aesthetic values of the documented
objects from Chinese imperial collection with time span of approximately 1,500
years make it a vital research tool. Successfully mounting this kind of art
collection book online will provide us collaborative opportunities with the Samuel
P. Harn Museum of Art on visual projects - a perfect match for technology and
Asian source materials. Furthermore, according to OCLC FirstSearch only 8
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libraries worldwide own this 1888 set in book format (See Appendix 1). No
digital version of this 1888 title is available, based on OAlster, a union catalog of
digital resources.

Workflow procedures

This project will require John Freund from the Preservation department to have
the 24 volumes disbound, which is estimated to take about 12 hours to process.
We will then derive the bibliographic record from OCLC into the Digital Library
Center's tracking database. After that, we will digitize the physical volumes;
perform post-capture processing; execute OCR process; add structural
metadata; enrich metadata by conducting secondary text-markup; and mount the
complete packages on UFDC. Immediately after the items are verified, loaded
and archived successfully, we will send the source documents to John Freund for
rebinding, which is estimated to take about 12 hours to complete. Among all of
the steps toward loading those complete items successfully onto our web site,
this project enable us to test the Readiris Pro Asian OCR program for producing
searchable text accurately (See Appendix 2). As a result, we'll be able to
develop and build up a functional digital Asiana collection for our anticipated
users, providing active access service to our great academic and research
community.

Following the contents being loaded onto UFDC, the principal investigator will
assess the searchable text functionality and make amendments should the need
arise. She will then submit a report to the director of the Digital Library Center
including documentation of procedures for display and processing of Chinese
materials in UFDC.

Resources required

The principal investigator, Jane Pen, is responsible for the correct representation
of the structural metadata by constructing a table of contents using text file
converted by the OCR program; as well as to ensure the overall quality
production. The library cost share activities will be performed by John Freund
and his student assistant in the Preservation Department (See Appendix 3). This
project will also require the Digital Library Center to hire a scanning student
assistant paid from grant funds to digitize a total of 2,400 pages (16' x 16" per
page) using the CopiBook digital overhead scanner. To help lower the cost, a
Federal work-study student will be hired for this position. Other costs incurred but
not cost shared include the Digital Library Center staff assistance: Nelda
Schwartz (head of Copy Control), Lourdes Santamaria-Wheeler (Imaging
supervisor), and Matthew Mariner (head of Text Processing). (See Appendix 4)
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Image capture: preparation methods and technical specifics

It is estimated to take about half an hour to disbind each volume due to the
Oriental style thread-sewn binding practice (See Appendix 5). Upon receiving
the disbound source documents, the scanning student assistant will unfold each
double fold leave (page); place a piece of white paper of the same size behind
the delicate Chinese-style calligraphy paper of the source page to prevent bleed-

.through artifact effect; carefully place each unfolded page on the CopiBook; and
digitize. Although the original pages are bitonal, the decision to scan images in
RGB color (24 bit/channel) at a resolution of 300 dpi is to ensure the fidelity of
the calligraphy-style text and meticulously depicted fine-line illustrations of the
bronze antiquities (See Appendix 6).

It takes about 30 seconds to digitize each page due to the cautious steps we take
to handle this rare material. It is estimated it will take the scanning student
assistant about 20 hours to complete digitizing the total of 2,400 pages.

Summary

Even though there are 8 holdings of this 1888 set of books worldwide, most are
stored in limited access Asian study or rare books areas. Access to the physical
documents is not easily available to potential users. Completion of this digital
project will provide ready access available over the Internet. It will make the
connection between the user and the resource. In addition this project will
actively deliver our resources and services to our users; thus to reach the
library's goal.

The sustainabilityof this project posts promising and potential opportunities. With
human resources, raw materials, technology, and other institutions (Le., the Harn
Museum of Art), UF will be able to continue building a strong digital collection
through collaborative effort to Asian and particularly Chinese materials. The
result of employing Readiris Pro Asian OCR program, which also converts
Japanese and Korean, to allow scholars and users to search intellectual
resources using the language of the source document is also the force behind
what we are striving to pursue in this digitization project.

Preserving and sharing our historical and cultural heritage is our responsibility.
They are what shape us and who we are!

Justification for outside support

I do not believe in leaving intellectual properties unutilized. I also acknOWledge
that the supply-and-demand measurement should playa key indicator in
allocating library resources. In order to gauge need, I solicited comments and
evaluation from scholars, researchers, and students who are interested in Asian
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art, history, archeology, and Chinese studies in digitizing the set of "Oin ding Xi
qing gu jian" we have on hand.

Hui-chun Yu, a postdoctoral fellow from the Center for the Art of East Asia at
University of Chicago, emphasized in her response "Without Oianlong's bronze
catalogues, I could not write my dissertation ... If this 1888 set can be digitized, it
will help many scholars in Chinese studies easily obtain access to this
catalogue." (See Appendix 7)

Furthermore, "The proposal to digitise this work would certainly benefit the
scholarly community. It would be of use to historians, archaeologists, and
researchers in disciplines related to visual cultures," states Beth Mckillop, the Far
East's keeper for Korean art and Chinese book and print cultures at the Victoria
and Albert Museum in the United Kingdom (See Appendix 8).

Although the position of the Ham's curator for Asian collections is currently held
vacant, a letter of recommendation from Laura Nemmers, the registrar at the
Ham Musuem of Art, is exceptionally supportive of our desire to tackle this
exciting digital project and the prospect of future collaboration (See Appendix 9).

Internal libraries support

Erich Kesse, director of the Digital Library Center, has reviewed this proposal
and highly recommended its conception as it will utilize the effort of the museum
and library with education (See Appendix 4).

David Hickey, the Asiana collection manager, conveys clearly in his letter the
acquisition, preservation, and access benefit regarding this set of rare Chinese
books. Ann Lindell, the head of the Architecture and Fine Art Library at UF,
provides her pragmatic point of views on the rational for her joining in to promote
this digital project (See Appendices 10·11 for David Hickey and Ann Lindell
respectively).

Additionally, Hikaru Nakano, the East Asian cataloger, expresses her support for
this digital project by stating that she'll make necessary steps to move forward
the cataloging process for this set of rare Chinese books, thus to inform the users
with active data (See Appendix 12).
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Timeline
Date/Duration Activity Personnel Department

3 days (November
Disbind the 24-

Student assistant under
volume set of Preservation

2008)
books

supervision of John Freund

1 day (November
Derive the

DLC (Digital Library
bibliographic Nelda Schwartz

2008)
record

Center)

Federal Work Study
1 week (November Scanning student assistant under

DLC
2008) process supervision of Lourdes

Santamaria-Wheeler

1 week (November
Image post-

Lourdes Santamaria-
capture DLC

2008)
Iprocessing

Wheeler

1 day (November
OCR process Matthew Mariner DLC

2008)

1 week (November
Pre-QC
process and Jane Pen DLC

2008)
Quality control

2 days (November Text
Matthew Mariner DLC

2008) I processing

3 days (November
Rebind the 24-

Student assistant under
volume set of Preservation

2008)
books

supervision of John Freund

Final report by
1 week (December the end of

Jane Pen DLC
2008) December

2008
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MINI GRANT PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION

2007-2008 Application Budget Worksheet

Please add lines to table as needed. If you need help completing this form, please contact Grace Strawn in the
Business Office 273-2555.

1. Salaries and Wages no fringe benefits required)
Name of Person Salary times % of effort Grant Funds Cost Share Total

John Freund $25/hr (20 mins) $ $8 $8
Preservation student $7/hr (24hrs) $168 $ $168
Digitization student $1.75/hr (20hrs) $35 $ $35

I I $ $ $
SUBTOTAL $203 $8 $211
Note: Other costs Incurred but not cost shared: Nelda Schwartz (1/2 hr), Lourdes Santamana-Wheeler (10 hrs), and

Matthew Mariner (6 hrs).
2 E' t:QUlpmen

Item Quantity times Cost Grant Funds Cost Share Total
$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $

SUBTOTAL 0 0 0

r3. SUPPlies
Item Quantity times Cost Grant Funds Cost Share Total

DVD (blank) $0.2 x 50 $ $10 $10
DVD jewel Cases $0.4 x 50 $ $20 $20

$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $

SUBTOTAL 0 30 $30

4. Travel
From/To # of 'Jeople/# of days Grant Funds Cost Share Total

$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $

SUBTOTAL 0 0 0

5. Other (services vended, etc.)
Item Quantity times cost Grant Funds Cost Share Total

$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $
$ $ $

SUBTOTAL 0 0 0

Grant Funds
$203

Cost Share
$38

Total
$241
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OCLC Connexion Appendix 1. Bibliographic and holdings record

OClC 26439194 No holdings in FUG - 8 other holdings

Recstat c

Type m
Blvl m
Oesea

Entered 19920720

Elvl M Srce d

File GPub

Replaced 20070408

Audn Ctrl

MRecf

otSt s Oates 1888

lang chi

Ctry co

040 MNU *c MNU *d ONA
066 *e $1
029 0 RLG =l=b'MNU092-B6459
090 =l=b
049 FUGG

r130 0 ii.iS•.
L130 0 Xi qing gu jian.
r245 1 0 ~}Eii.iS.1 =l=c JUij:iE•••.
L245 1 0 Qln ding Xi qing gu jian I =1=0 Liang Shizheng deng blan zhuan ; Yinlu deng jian Ii.

r246 1 =1=1 Cover title: :j:a IUliii>liSfi
L246 1 =1=1 Cover title: *a Tong ban Xi 0ln9 gu jian

r260 [China]: *b _*••,*c %.14 [1888].
L260 [China]: *b Mal song shu guan, =l=c Guangxu 14 [1888].

300 24 v. : *b ill.: *0 42 em.
500 "%.+IZ!~_*••tEa*••"-T.p. verso.
500 Vol. 23-24: $I. (161&).

500 Cover titte:Tong ban XI qing gu jian.
500 On double leaves, Oriental style; in case.
650 0 Bronzes, Chinese =l=x Catalogs.
650 0 Inscriptions, Chinese *x Catalogs.
651 0 China =l=x Antiquities.
610 1 4 China. +b PiJ5R'f *v Catalogs.

r700 1 _.iE, *d 1697-1783.
L700 1 Liang, Shizheng, *d 1697-1763.

987 PINYIN :j:b OCoLC :f:c 20010613 *d e :j:e 06.12.2001

All Locations - No holdings in FUG - 8 other holdings

ttjEi§.~.'.NIE~••.
Xi qing gu jian. Qin ding XI qing gu jian I Liang Shlzheng deng bian
Ylnlu deng jian Ii. [China] : Mai song shu guan, Guangxu 14 [1 888].
ill. ; 42 em. OCLC:26439194

State Locations

CT YUS

DC SM? SMFRE

MI EYM

HN HNU

NJ PULEA

NY nyp

HK HUA
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Appendix 2

Readiris Pro Asian OCR Software

Readiris Pro Asian OCR software is designed to recognize documents authored
in Japanese, Tradition and Simplified Chinese, and Korean (CJK). It retains
format better than most open source CJK OCR packages, a feature that is
especially important when CJK characters tend to have several different format
per page. The software works like any other OCR software in that it scans a
page, adjusts the skew, and matches characters on the page to a lexicon. Using
zoning, the OCR software attempts to separate unique chunks of text so as to
preserve (at least to its knowledge) the structure of the page. The end result
should match (or at least best represent) the original image. The accuracy rate
should be somewhere between 97 and 99%.

The users benefit by being able to automatically SEARCH the text for certain
character strings (words, phrases) as opposed to scouring a document by hand.
The user can then extract the text and use it for his/her purposes.

Matthew C. Mariner
Coordinator, Institutional Repository
Digital Library Center
George A. Smathers Libraries
University of Florida
200. Smathers Library
P.O. Box 117007
Gainesville, FL 32611-7007 USA
(352) 273-2900
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Appendix 3. Permission to use staff from Preservation department

Jane Pen

From: .Cathleen Martyniak

Sent: Friday, September 28,200710:25 AM

To: Jane Pen

Subject: RE:-RE: Request for service from John Freund

Jane,

Yes, John Freund and his students can assist with the disbanding and rebinding of the 24 'volumes ohare
Chinese books.

Cathy

----_ .._---------------
From: Jane Pen
Sent: Friday, September 28,20079:32 AM
To: Cathleen Martyniak
Subject: RE: Request for service from John Freund

Dear Cathy,

My mini grant proposal, Digital collection in Asian studies, requires John Freund and his student's assistance in
disbanding and rebinding a set of 24 volumes of rare Chinese books. It is estimated to take about 24 hours to
complete the task.

Please grant permission.

Thank you,
Jane
Digital Library Center

10
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Appendix 4.

UFIFLORIHA
George A. Smathers Libraries
Technology Services Division
Digital Library Center

Dear Mini-Grant Committee,

200 Smathers Library
PO Box 117007
Gainesville, FL 32611-7007
352-846-0129
352-846-3702 Fax
www.uflib.ufl.edu/ digital/

September 23,2007

I write in support of Jane Pen's proposal for A Catalog of Chinese Bronzes.

The proposal represents a well written foundation for the extension of digitization services in support of
Chinese language resources. It will allow the Digital Library Center and UFDC Programmers in the
Systems Department to test and build procedures for eastern language characters and their occasional
columnar reading format. It will, at the same time, afford the Preservation Department's Conservation
Unit ability to review its procedures for the care of artifacts in the Eastern codex style.

An equally interesting promise of this proposal is future intersection with the granting and digitization
efforts of the Harn Museum. Its current proposal to the Institute for Museum and Library Services
envisions this intersection among other research uses for its collection. The Catalog of Chinese
Bronzes that is the subject of this proposal offers a description, together with illustration, of artifacts and
styles held by the Harn's Asian Collections. (Note that the Harn's Curator for Asian Collections is
currently held vacant by the freeze. A letter from the Harn's Accessions Officer, however, is included.)

Institute for Museum and Library Studies and its National Leadership Projects series in particular look
toward the intersection of library and museum materials with education. Jane's proposal begins to lay
the technical foundations for a future project, just as the Harn's proposal to IMLS is doing from the other
side of our future bridge. DLC projects have long recognized this intersection as key to funding. IMLS
funded Florida Environments OnLine incorporated library resources with science museum catalogs.
IMLS-funded Ephemeral Cities brings together artifacts, archival and library resources through
georectified maps. U.S. Department of Education TICFIA-funded Digital Library of the Caribbean is
currently loading art and artifacts as cultural works as a kind of virtual map to the African and East
Indian Diaspora as well as to the cross pollination of Native American and European cultures.

As we build to support the University's Asian Studies program, this proposal is also the first fine filament
in the web of proposals linking the Libraries, Asian Studies, and the Harn.

I write, too, to indicate that this proposal has my support for the activities proposed and to indicate that
the budget has been reviewed and appears to be appropriate for the tasks outlined. The DLC will
commit the required resources.

Sincerely,

~J~
Erich Kesse
Digital Library Center

The Foundationfor The Gator Nation
An Equal Opportunity Institulion 11



Appendix. 5 Sample of Chinese thread-sewn bookbinding
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Appendix 7. Letter ofsupport - Hui-chun Yu

Jane Pen
------------

From: June [huichunyu@gmail.com]

Sent: Thursday, September 27,200712:19 PM

To: Jane Pen

SUbJect:Re: Oin ding Xi qing gu jian - Your comments

Dear Jane,

Thanks for trying to do this digitizing work. As I know, There is no any other digitized Xi qing gu jian
except the Siku Quanshu version which had been put into digitized Suku Quanshu by a company in
Hong Kong. However, the quality of Siku Quanshu version is much worse than the 1888 set.

The three catalogues commissioned by Emperor Qianlong, Xiqing gujian, Ningshou jiangu
•••ii (The Ningshou Palace mirror ofantiquity), and Xiqing xujian 551••,
were the most comprehensive reference books on Chinese bronzes until the twentieth
century. Xiqing gujian, finished in 1751, documented 1,529 bronzes that the emperor obtained during
his early reign.
Without Qianlong's bronze catalogues, I could not write my dissertation. These catalogues not only
show us the bronzes in Qing imperial collections, but also demonstrate how Qianlong and his fellows
conceptualizes ancient bronzes and how bronzes being represented in pictures in the 18th century.

If this 1888 set can be digitized, it will help many scholars in Chinese studies easily obtain access to this
catalogue.

I hope the al?ove information really help to get grand for this project.

All the best,
Hui-chun Yu

Postdoctoral fellow
Center for the Art ofEast Asia,
Department ofArt History,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL 60615

On 9/27/07, Jane Pen ~.Jl@uf1ib.utledu>wrote:

Dear Hui-chun.

My name is Jane Pen. I am a Chinese-American, working in the Digital Library Center at UFo I read a synopsis
of your "Imperial Glories: Oianlong's Bronzes from Frontiers" from a conference program.
lJ1tg;[!www-,a~D.§t.0!:9la~J_20_0Zi:!b§fLC.t.l!n~lC-165.htm It's interesting to see your reference to "Xiqing
XUjian, a catalog dedicating to ancient Han-Chinese bronzes from the Shang to the Tang dynasties."

14a
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Page 2 of2

•
We have in our library collection the 24·volume set of "Oin ding Xi qing gu jian" by Liang Shizheng. According
to OCLC FirstSearch only 8 libraries worldwide own this 1888 set.

We are considering digitizing the set and making it available freely over the Internet as part of our research
collections.

Because we are seeking some funding to do this project, we would like to ascertain its potential value to
Chinese scholars.

We would appreciate it, if you would send us a brief message indicating how this work might assist Chinese
scholars in general and if applicable, how it would assist you directly. As always, grant time is short and we
would ask that you respond by Friday, September 28.

With many thanks for your assistance,

Jane Pen

Digital Library Center

P.O. Box 117007

George A. Smathers Library

University of Florida

Gainesville, FL 32611

14b
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Jane Pen

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Appendix 8. Letter of support - Beth McKillop

Beth McKillop [b.mckillop@vam.ac.uk]
Thursday, September 27,20077:00 AM
Jane Pen
Dominica Blenkinsopp
RE: Request for letter of support

Dear Ms Pen
The proposal to digitise this work would certainly benefit the scholarly community.
It would be of use to historians, archaeologists, and researchers in disciplines related
to visual culture.

Kind regards

Beth McKillop

»> "Jane Pen" <jpen@uflib.ufl.edu> 26/09/2007 16:10 »>
Dear Curators:

.We have in our library collection the 24 volume set of Zin ding Zi qing gu J1an by Liang
Shizheng which is a catalog of Chinese bronzes with inscriptions. It covers over 1730
bronze tools, housewares, and ceremonial vessels. We believe that only 11 libraries
worldwide own this set.

We are considering digitizing the set and making it available freely over the Internet as
part of our research collections.

Because we are seeking some funding to do this project, we would like to ascertain its
potential value to Chinese scholars.

We would appreciate it, if You would send us a brief message indicating how this work
might assist Chinese scholars in general and if applicable, how it would assist you
directly. As always, grant time is short and we would ask that you respond by Friday.

/

With many thanks for your assistance,

Jen Pen

Digital Library Center

P.O. Box 117007

George A. Smathers Library

University of Florida

Gainesville, FL 32611

~5a



Far East: Staff& Areas ofExpertise - Victoria and Albert Museum http://www.vam.ac.uk/collectionslasia/aboutlfareast_staff/index.htm]

lof}

ABOUT THE COLLECTION

Far East: Staff& Areas ofExpertise
Blenkinsopp, Dominica

Personal Assistant to Deputy Keeper and Asian Departmental Administrator
Far East: general enquiries

:David, Catherine

Assistant Curator
Japan: general enquiries; painting and prints

Faulkner, Rupert

Senior Curator
Japan: painting; prints and other graphic art; ceramics; furniture and woodwork; contemporary crafts

IHutt, Julia

Curator
Japan: lacquer; inro; netsuke and ivory carvings
East Asia: fans

Irvine, Gregory

Senior Curator
Japan: metalwork, including arms and armour, cloisonne enamels; masks and performing arts; arts
of the Meiji period; religions; Samurai culture

Jackson, Anna

Deputy Keeper
Japan: textiles and dress
Cultural relations in Asia & Europe

Keeper
Korea: ceramics and decorative arts; furniture and woodwork; book and print cultures
China: book and print cultures; sculpture; contemporary and 20th century China

Wilson,Ming

Senior Curator
China: ceramics; jade and other hardstone carvings; ivories; furniture and woodwork; metalwork;
lacquer and cloisonne enamels

Wu,Anna

Assistant Curator
China: general enquiries

Zhang, Hongxing

Senior Curator
China: painting and graphic art; 20th century and contemporary

15b
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Appendix 9. Letter of support - Laura Nemmers
MUSEUM OF ART !ii

~
~

September 27, 2007

PO.Box 112700
SW 34th Street and Hull Road

Gainesville. FL 32611-2700
352.392.9826

352.392.3892 fax
www.harn.ufl.edu

Jane Pen
Digital Library Center
P,O. Box 117007·
George A. Smathers Library
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

To whom it may concern:

I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for Jane Pen's proposed project to digitize a 24
volume illustrated set of Chinese bronzes. As the Registrar for the Samuel P. Ham Museum of
Art at the University of Florida, I have a particular interest in the imaging of cultural heritage
materials and the subsequent dissemination and use ofthe digital reproductions. The Ham
Museum has a large alld gro\ving Asian art collection, and we are currently in the application
process foJ' a grant to secure professional digital images of our own collection ofAsian art. Not
only would the'digital surrogate allow access for those who cannot corne to the library, it would
allow the library to share these fragile works with less handling and movement from a·safe and
secure environment.

The catalog is comprised of iUustrations and descriptions for over 1,500 bronze tools, ceremonial
ve:;sels, and utilitarian objects. The bronzes depicted in this set were created during a span of
approximately 1,500years (ca. 1700 B.C. to 200 A.D.). As such, this is a valuable resource for art
historians and other researchers interested inthe artistic and cultural history of China. To my
knowledge no other cultural heritage repository has imaged this catalog. If this project is
successfully funded, I believe that the UF Libraries will make a significant contribution to the
collective body of digItized Asian resources available to scholars online.

ram particularly interested in the faet that following the completion ofthis grant prqject Jane Pen
and the Digital Library Center hope to use OCR technology to capture the Chinese text
accompanying the illustrations.

I am pleased that the Libraries might undertake a project of this nature, particularly if it leads to
the availabilit"j of a greater number of digitized Chinese and Asian resources in the future. I hope
that this project will be funded. •

Sill~erJ.Y'. .'. N
(.1,,' · 1/

' (i\r-:-. J.... L-----.
. a a Nemmers
Registrar
Samuel P. Ham Museum ofArt

UFIUNIVERSITY of

FLORIDA
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Appendix 10. Letter of support - David Hickey

George A. Smathers Libraries
Collection Management Division
Dept of Special and Area Studies Collections/Asian Studies Collection

Smathers Libraries Mini-Grant Committee
%James Cusick, Chair

Dear Committee for Library Mini-Grants:

208 Smathers Library
PO Box 117007
Gainesville, FL 32611-7007
352-273-2779
352-846-2746 Fax
www.uflib.ufl.edu/spec/Asian/

September 27, 2007

This is in support of the proposal submitted by Jane Pen, Digital Library Center, regarding a digitization

project centering on the Xi Qing gujian (Qing palace collection of ancient bronzes and inscriptions,

including coins), by Liang Shizheng et al., published 1888 in Japan by ManshoShokan.

In 2004 this 43 cm. copper-plate edition consisting of 24 thread-bound volumes (56 juan) was purchased,

with advice from Dr. Richard Wang in the Department of Mrican and Asian Literatures and Languages,

from the private collection of Dr. Soren Edgren, Editorial Director of the Chinese Rare Books Project,

Princeton University. Dr. Wang mentioned to me that the classic Chinese inscriptions

catalpgue/compilation, Shike shiliao xinbian, doesn't have this title, making it all the more valuable to own.

In the course of that $900 transaction, Dr. Edgren commented that "Xi Qing gujian is usually considered a

rare book because of the fine printing. If not for the copy's defects, it would cost twice as much. The'

missing juan 13-14 have been reproduced on paper slightly larger than the original volumes, so they can be

trimmed and bound to match the set. The back cover of volume one has some water damage and should be

replaced. The massive volumes are usually kept in four cases, so you may want to make four large clam

shell boxes for them."

Dr. Edgren's concerns for preservation will be thoroughly addressed in 2007 by scanning the text and

images of this set, so that the fragile and deficient paper copy would not necessarily have to endure.
11trimming, re-binding, cover replacement and clam-shell-box storage," among other preservation and

shelving strategies. The newly available Chinese OCR and other digitizing technology in OLe will ensure

that the set's fine printing, extraordinarily beautiful calligraphy and thin-lined illustrations, the latter barely

decipherable in the print copy due to their flat and colorless etched composition, are captured in the best

circumstances for potential mass consumption. The Qing sketches of the bronze animal-shapes, some

unique to modern eyes like the hippogriff, will be enhanced in quality and legibility beyond what readers

The Foundation for The Gator Nation
An Equal Opportunity Institution
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of the print

copy currently see. The potential full text search capability for both the text itself and the illustration

captions will definitely open the contents up to scholars and researchers, unlike any earlier print index that

might have been used.

While the audience accessing this dated, esoteric catalogue online might at first be limited, I feel the

fascinating line drawings, historical value of the commentary, and its significance in the history of reference

books in China will draw more general users over time. Mter all this was commissioned, as I understand

it, by the Qianlong emperor of the Qing Dynasty as an official overview of what was known at the time of

the bronze and stone inscriptions from previous dynasties. Ifyou want to see the 1888 copy in this

country, you would understand from the OCLC FirstSearch book record that you'd have to travel to one of

only six libraries, all of which do not permit their versions to circulate beyond the library walls. Mounting

it online in the UF Digital Library Collection makes this artistic document visible, fully accessible and

certain to be appreciated all the more.

Thank you for your consideration,

David Hickey

Asian Studies Bibliographer / Chinese Collection Manager

The Foundation/or The Gator Nation
An Equal Opportunity Institution
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-----------------------

Jane Pen

------------------------------------------

From:
Sent:
To:
SUbject:

Attachments:

Dear Jane,

David Hickey
Thursday, September 27, 20074:51 PM
Jane Pen
Support Letter for Proposal to Digitize 24-Volume Chinese Set Titled Qin ding Xi Qing gu jian

DLC Proposal Support Letter for Digital Xi Qing Gujian.doc

Attached is my letter to the Libraries Mini-Grant Committee supporting your proposal to get financial help to
put Xi Qing gujian online in the UF Digital Library Collection.

Thanks,
David

~~H~
Asian Studies Bibliographer
University ofFlorida Smathers Libraries
P. O. Box 117007
Gainesville, FL 2611-7007
352-273-2779
352-846-2746 (fax)

DLe Proposal
Support Letter fo...

11e



OF FLOR:ffiA.Appendix 11. Letterofsupport-Ann Lindell • •

George A. Smathers libraries
Public Services Division/H&$S
Architecture &Fine Arts library

September 28, 2007

To members ofth~ Grants Management Committee,

201 Fine Arts A
PO Box 117017

Gainesville, FL. 32611-7017
http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/afa

I am happy to provide a letter ofsupport for the proposal submitted by Jane Pen ofthe Digital Library
Center. Her project consists ofdigitizing a rare 24-volume set ofreference works on Chinese bronzes
created over 2000 years. .

The project, if funded should reap direct and indirect benefits to users of our collections. The physical
books themselves consist oflarge folios offragile rice paper leaves. Intricate line drawings depicting the
bronzes are very delicate. Digital copies would provide easier access for most local· researchers as well as
to remote users who might not be able to otherwise examine the text and drawings ofthis work. I can
foresee possible use researchers in a number ofdisciplines, among them art historians, archaeologists and
others interested in material culture.

Secondly, the project will serve as a pilot for the OCR technology used to make similar Asian texts
keyword searchable. We have many works in the UP collections that could benefit from this treatment, ifproven
useful.

Ann Lindell
Head, Architecture & Fine Arts Library

..
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Appendix 12. Letter of support - Hikaru Nakano

George A. Smathers Libraries
Technology Services Division
Cataloging and Metadata Department

•

Dear Grants Management Committee members,

300 Smathers Library
PO Box 117007
Gainesville, FL 32611-7007
352-392-0351
352-392-7365 Fax
www.uflib.ufl.edu/catmet/

This letter is in r~gard to the application that Jane Pen is submitting to the George A .Smathers
Libraries 2007-2008 Mini Grant Program for consideration of the digitalization ofQin ding Xi. ..
qmg gUJlan.

Asthe libraries' East Asian Cataloger, I will support this project, and will catalog the materials as
a monograph record with a URL link or as an electric resource record in DCLC and ALEPH, to
inform patrons of our holding information, and to provide not only the bibliographical information
but also an access to the detail contents through web.

Thank you for your consideration.

Yours truly,

<)0/~U
Hikaru Nakano ..
East Asian Cataloger

19
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Phone (352) 273-2912
E-mail jpen@mail.uflib,ufl.edu

.Jane Pen

EDUCATION
1998-present:
Degree
Major

Classes taken

1979-1983:
Degree
Major

Santa Fe Community College, Gainesville, FL
Received AS Spring/2002 OPA 3.9
Computer Information Systems Analysis

Introduction to computing, Introduction to Internet, Introduction
to networking, Microcomputer architecture, Data processing
math, Visual Basic I & II, Programming in C++, Access 2000,
Operating system, Excel 2000, PC management, Professional
development for Information Technology Students, Document
productions (Microsoft office applications), Adobe Photoshop,
Firework, and Web authoring (Dreamweaver/XHTML).

Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan
Bachelor of Arts
Educational Media and Library Science
(The highest degree received for library degree in Taiwan at the
time was the Bachelor level of studies)

WORK EXPERIENCE
2001-present: Quality Control unit head. Digital Library Center, University ofFlorida
Ensure the quality of the physical units ofdigitization (TIFF, JPEG and other images) and their
corresponding structural metadata files for digital projects excluding newspaper.
Supervise student workers working in the Quality Control unit. Help streamline processes
to assure highest quality and rapid throughput of digitizing products.

1997-2001: Library assistant. Alachua County Library District, Gainesville, FL
Assisted patrons with information inquiry, resolved account problems and customer
services functions, using SIRSI system. Duties also included office equipment
maintenance.

1996-1997: Library reference assistant. Schaumburg High School, Schaumburg, IL
Assisted students/classes with reference inquiry/instruction, helped media center director
with material processing. Also assisted computer lab manager with equipment
maintenance.

1988-1996: Cataloger. Follett Library Resources Co., McHenry, 1L
Assisted department head with cataloging k-12 materials and bibliographies consulting
with school librarians and other customers. Reduced production cost to over $5000 per
budget year by rearranging workflow and organizing presentation facility.

CERTIFICATION AND MEMBERSHIP
• UF Supervisory Challenge certificate 2006
• MOUS certificate in Microsoft Excel 2000
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